
  

Local committee : Duhok_LC  

Standing Committee: SCORP  

Location: Duhok, Babylon (small camp) and some displaced people all around duhok & Zaxo, camp near 

to Ibrahim Khalil  

Date/ Time:  Dec/25 & Dec/26 in Duhok & Dec/27 in zaxo  

Aim: To help the refugees, giving them the clothes and all the stuffs to protect them from the cold 

winter they’ve been through.  

Plan of action: in Duhok, we collected as many clothes and stuffs as we could for more than a month, 

then we put these stuffs in a storeroom, which was provided by Humanity org., then we checked the 

stuffs we got, then we chose and packed the ones in appropriate condition, after that we went to camp 

that’s located in Babylon and distributed them among about 150 members of 30 different families 

according to a list we were provided with, and the remaining packs were given to the displaced and in 

need people of Duhok which counter about 100. In Zaxo, first the members gathered at Philips’s dad 

office, where they organized the stuffs they have collected into small bags, then they went to the camp 

and distributed them among the families there one by one according to a list they were provided with, 

covering all the 70 families of that camp, counting about 250 members housed in that camp. 

 Number of benefited people: ~450 people  

Project leader : Dani Badal Hayder 

 Project assistants : Alaa Ahmed Hamdy, Shaima Amer Mahmood , Ibrahim Ziyad Ibrahim, Phillip 

Fadhil Essa T 

IFMSA-members participated : 15 1- Ali Hussein Mohammad 2- Maawa Hussein Haleem 3- Renas 

Shivan Shukri 4- Mehran Newroz Tahir 5- Jeen Bshar Ibrahim 6- Darav Salih Shaaban 7- Ahmed Nathim 

Sulaiman 8- Haneen Majid Khamo 9- Farhad Mohammad Hussein 10- Kuestan Ali Tahir 11- Banav Muslih 

Abdulqadir 12- Duaa Farhad Hassan 13- Jwan Ali Hiso 14- Diler Farhan Mohammad 15- Ronahi Kanan 

Shekho  

Cost: None  

Source we fundraised from : None  

Collaboration with external organizations: Helped out by Humanity for giving us their basement as 

a storage room for 1 day, where we checked, sorted and picked the good ones 

 

 

 







 

 

 


